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༰ҡཏݰāߎ࡙˗लҡା́ᕌ
ڑāҪв599ࡺষā81ድഎޘ
ێāᏽཡภă1976яā̲ޅˮ˟ෳ
ˬహ࣍в͝āҮࠍʹࠦҡା̜൳໙
вăг1995яˮ˟ޡāԘ̃
˪сҢּๆٙహलˮ˟ඛ̞җ͝ϕݫ
̘ѣமǔǔĵ༰ҡ̜ݰĶā҂ᚵ
ᜇЌ́ˮ˟ޘϱϑڰဂဤٹҗ͝Ă
ᖘᛋགᄂςೲϑڰĂ೨࣌ାևĂ؞
ାϸ߸Ѩΰ́ԇᙷĈ
̪яĝ2009Ğߎ༰ҡཏݰพЌ
41จяāࣂਫЮበāᜤѨā
༰ҡݰహ41яּїྪܛፊ̫
ăᙷ̎൳೨͔Ăந൳೨͔Ă༉
൳೨͔ϪˬாҡԘ̃āС͔˦ל
˗їವ༰ҡāఃᚐ༰ҡăநгವឯ
ԦࣆּЯᜩ࿄Μāढώּĉ

The City of Ten Thousand Buddhas (CTTB) is one of the first Buddhist
communities built in the United States; the 488 acres of grounds include
more than 70 buildings. In 1976, the Venerable Master Hsuan Hua was
able to acquire this property and establish it as the source of Buddhism
in the world. After the Ven. Master passed away in 1995, how have the
disciples maintained this legacy that the Ven. Master dedicated to the
West—the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas, and how have they carried
out his four great vows of establishing an orthodox Sangha community in
the West, translating the Buddhist canon and propagating the orthodox
Dharma, advocating education, and promoting interfaith cooperation?
This year (2009) is the 30th anniversary of the City of Ten Thousand
Buddhas (CTTB). For this reason, we have allocated a special section to
highlight the growth and achievements of CTTB for the past thirty years.
We wish all the present disciples who have brought forth, are bringing
forth, or are about to bring forth, their Bodhi resolves, will work with us
to realize and adorn the ten thousand Buddhas. Now let us review the past
and look forward to the future.
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༰ҡ֖݇ݰć˗ˢˢ˜яҋ˗˜˚̢
я፡Ϊ!
ͼˬྣढ़ߎϣϱ፡Ϊጮ຺ĥHeld Poage! ౽
ێᐠĦٚąՁ೨ֺ
۫ցԫԶԶڣΔ֓ףᤜೃຏመ৬ທԫ
ࢬ࣍ۯᅜؑۺতֱԿେऱ壄壀ఐೃऄூΖ
۫ցԫԶሿڣԼԲֲִΔ৬ᗰૠቤګݙ
৵ΔรԫརࢪৢڤإഗΖؾছຍჇഗفᝫ
অڠף࣍ژᅜؑۺऱψHeld Poage ໑ढ塢ω
փΖ৵ࠐڍޓڶऱ৬ᗰढᤉᥛ৬ທΔ።ৢش
ऱᗤᙰຟਢॵڇ२༉چ፹ທऱΖຍႈ৬ທՠ
࿓क़၄ԿڣԾԿ֚ऱழၴթګݙΔ۫ցԫԶ
ԿڣԼԲִԼԲֲΔ᠔ೃڤإၲ࣋Ζ֚ࠟ
৵ΔঁڶքԼࢤߊۯఐ൛ࡉԿԼԮۯՠ۞
ψمڠჃ܌ቅ壄壀ఐೃω֗ψمڠஞࢆ壄
壀ఐೃω᠏ࠐΔڇԫڣհփΔՖࢤՈףױԵ
ࣚ೭ऱ۩٨ΖDr. E.W. Kingਢ᠔೭ຝऱรԫ
ۯጥृΖ۫ցԫԫԶڣΔڠףᤜೃല᠔
ೃټޓψمڠຟטᘭ᠔ೃωΖ
ᙟထࡉৢࢪڍޓໂऱᏺףΔఐ൛ऱᑇ
ؾՈڍԱದࠐΖԱࠌఐ൛ଚ౨ࡅܮᄅធ़
ࡉڇᄵᄊऱၺ٠ՀཋޡΔޢଡຟڶᐈ
ᐖऱஅೃΖ᠔ೃՈ۞ڶաऱልΔ堶塄ׄΕ
ᓼΕᠪΞΞΖהଚ۞աጟ࣠ᖫ֗ᓋလΔࢬ
塄ऱࠂׄޓਢڂ؊ၦۖڍፊټΖ᠔ೃऱԫࠄ
ਜਢΚԫଡ૿إڶऱཧΕੑ۪
ࢋΕ᤺ࢋץΔ֗رཎໂΖ
ຍࢬ᠔ೃਢڇຍچփᑇԫᑇԲऱՕ
Δᝫ༼ࠎ۰ࢬԫࠄՠΖڇԫԿሿڣ
זऱψᆖᛎՕᘕයωழཚΔڂ،ਢഄԫԫ
ଡ्شԳऱֱچΔࢬאᅜؑۺփڶՠ܂
ऱԳঁছࠐڼ༈ބՠ܂Δڶழᝫڶ٤୮Գ
ԫದࠩຍࢬ᠔ೃՠࡋ܂Μ
৵ࠐຍࢬ᠔ೃլਢ壄壀ఐೃΔՕપڇ
ԫքሿխཚΔԫႈԼۯఐԳऱݹૠ
ၲࡨኔਜΖԫքքڣΔԫႈॹ֟ڣఐ൛
ऱࡐࡳਜՈၲ࣋ԱΖࠃኔՂᖕϔᅜֲۺ
ϕΔຍࢬ᠔ೃګഏփԫၴए᛭່ၞޡऱ
խ֨Δۖൄᜰ壄壀༚ए᛭ऱᑓᒤΖ۫
ցԫքԮ۟ԫքԶڣΔఐԳؓ݁ೖఎ࣍
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CTTB’s Precursor: Its History from 1889~1975
INFORMATION PROVIDED BY MS. LILA LEE, HELD-POAGE
MEMORIAL HOME & RESEARCH LIBRARY, UKIAH

In 1889 the California State Legislature passed a bill for a mental
hospital to be built three miles south of Ukiah. The cornerstone for the
first building was laid on December 9, 1890; it is now displayed at the
Held-Poage Memorial Home in Ukiah, California. The bricks used in
the buildings were manufactured locally as more buildings were being
built. The entire construction took 3 years and 3 days. The hospital
was dedicated formally on December 12, 1893. Two days later, over
60 patients were transferred from the nearby, overcrowded Napa State
Hospital along with 37 employees. Sixty men were transferred from
the building facilities at Stockton State Asylum. Within a year women
were also admitted. Dr. E.W. King was the first superintendent of the
medical department. In 1918 California legislators changed the name
again, this time to Mendocino State Hospital.
The patient load increased as more buildings and facilities were
built. The quarters were constructed with huge yards so patients could
walk in the sun and fresh air. The hospital had its own farm, and people
there raised cows, chickens, hogs, etc. They grew fruits and vegetables.
Those dairy cows became well known for high milk yield. They also had
other facilities like a baseball diamond with a grandstand, a laundry, a
bakery and a gas system.
The hospital was one of the largest employers in the area. The
hospital provided housing for some of their employees. During the
Great Depression in the 30’s when residents in Ukiah couldn’t find
jobs, they came to the hospital looking for jobs because it was the only
place that would hire people. Sometimes whole families would work at
the hospital.
In later years the hospital was not only for the mentally-ill patients.
By the mid 1960’s the first alcoholism program was started for 90
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ڼए᛭ऱழၴપԼ۟Լն֚Ζ
۫ցԫքሿأזڣཚࡉԫԮሿזڣ
ॣཚΔڂఐ൛ԳᑇࡉՠԳᑇઌΔ᠔ೃঁ
૿ᜯԱ؎ՕऱᆖᛎംᠲΖᅝழऱڠڠף९ሼ
ެܒΚڼ᠔ೃឈྥբ൷२۞ߩΔ܀ਢڂመ
ڍૠቤΕक़၄መΔ֗شመڍԳΔڠף
ਙࢌߩڶജऱತԺࠐ֭ᐶຍࢬ᠔ೃΖಷم
ᖵᖂᄎऱဒࢮΗޕᎅΚψݺᎁຍਢڂ
᠔ೃլݔऱጥֱڤթᖄીᣂຨऱΖהଚ
լឰچ৬ທڍޓऱࢪৢ֗ਜΔڠףڼڂਙ
ࢌঁྤऄ֭בΖڇ᠔ೃᣂຨছࠟڣΔᝫګݙ
৬ທࠟརᄅऱࢪࡋΜω
ڇຍழཚΔڠڠףᤜᄎՈലሙڇ܉
ڠףऱ壄壀᠔ೃѧѧᣂຨΖᅝ᠔ೃᣂຨऱ
ஒԫ࿇܉Δᅜࡉؑۺሒᐰऱࡺঁاᜤٽԫ
ದΔუܘԺᨃᇠೃᤉᥛၲ࣋Δה܀ଚ؈ඓ
ԱΖ࣍ਢمڠຟטᘭ壄壀ఐೃঁ࣍ԫԮ
ԲڣᣂຨΖՕຝ։ऱఐԳຟ᠏ಬ۟ஞࢆΕ
ᆣḣᐜΔࡉჃ܌ቅऱ᠔ೃΔࠄڶఐԳᝫᤉ
ᥛࡺ۰ڇᅜؑۺփΖ
᠔ೃᣂຨ৵Δਙࢌམەᐞৰڍሎشຍࠄ
ࢪৢΕໂऱრΔቝਢΚಷمຟטᘭՕ
ᖂΕᄅᅜمؑۺխΔ֗ಯٔ૨Գ᠔ೃΔ܀
ڶԫႈૠቤਢפګऱΖ
່৵࣍ԫԮڣΔ៱८՞ऱψፂ॓؍
ࢮႃቸωΰVinifera AssociatesαΔڠףٻਙ
ࢌ၇ՀຍჇڶࢬࡉچऱໂΖ۫ցԫԮք
ڣքִԼԲֲψऄऄඒ᜔ᄎωΰছխભ۵
ඒ᜔ᄎαٻፂࢮ॓؍ႃቸ၇ຍჇچΔۖګ
վֲऱψᆄ۵ᆣৄωΖֆՂԳ۶א၇
ՀຍᏖՕऱࡋֱچΛ

patients. In 1966 a residential treatment facility for teenagers was
opened. Actually, according to (the Ukiah Daily Journal) “it became
one of the most progressive treatment centers in the nation and was
often held up as a model for mental health treatment programs.” In
1967-1968 the average length of stay for treatment was 40-45 days.
Around the late 1960’s and early 1970’s the hospital had a lot of
economic problems, as the number of patients was about the same as the
number of employees. Late Governor Reagan decided that the hospital
was over-programmed, over-priced and overstaffed, even though
they were nearly self-sufficient. The state felt it did not have enough
money to support the hospital any longer. “I think it was because of
bad management,” says Ms. Lila Lee of Held-Poage Memorial Home.
“The state couldn’t pay any more for the hospital. When it was opened,
they kept expanding with more buildings and facilities before filling the
original ones. Two years before their closure, two more buildings had
just been built.”
Meanwhile, the California legislature was also closing other state
mental hospitals one after another throughout California. With the
news of the hospital closing, citizens in Talmage and Ukiah joined
together in an effort to keep the hospital open. However they failed and
Mendocino State Asylum closed in 1972. Patients were transferred to
the nearby hospitals in Napa, San Joaquin and Stockton. Some patients
stayed and lived in Ukiah.
After the hospital closed, many ideas were considered as to what
to do with the buildings and facilities, such as a Mendocino College,
a New Ukiah High School, or a Veterans Hospital, but none of them
worked out.
Finally in 1974, Vinifera Associates of San Francisco purchased
the land and facilities from the State of California. The Sino-American
Buddhist Association (now known as Dharma Realm Buddhist
Association) purchased the property from Vinifera on June 12, 1976
and transformed it into the present day “City of Ten Thousand
Buddhas”. Why did Venerable Master Hua decide to acquire such a
huge complex?

ଁвമΌӺᛆ̊ǔǔ༰ҡཏݰїϱЮበ
ՂԳᎅΚψمګᆄ۵ৄຍଡڂᒴΔאױᎅڇ
ྤၦࠐאܖ༉ࣹࡳऱΔࣹࡳ۵ऄႚֱࠩ۫
ࠐΙࢬאழଢࠩԱΔᆄ۵ৄ༉נԱΖຍଡ
נΔլਢൕ֚ՂൾՀࠐΔՈլਢൕچՂ
ྂࠐנऱΔۖਢԳທࠐנऱΔທࠐנԮΕԶ
ԼརࢪΖຍԮΕԶԼརࢪ৻ᏖທګऱΛ
ڂڇรԲڻՕᖏאছΔਢભഏ່ڶᙒ
ऱழଢΔࢬאթ౨৬ದຍᑌᑓࢪΖຍࠄ
ࢪΔຟڶೢՠ྇றΔኔؚኔထΔৰഒࡐ

Wonderful Enlightenment Mountain Wells Forth from the Earth:
The Founding of CTTB
The Venerable Master Hua said: “The causes and conditions for
establishing the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas were determined
limitless eons ago. It was predestined then that the Buddhadharma
would be spread to the West, and when that time came, the City of Ten
Thousand Buddhas would appear. However, it appears not by falling
down from the sky, nor by welling forth from the earth, but rather
through the human efforts. How did seventy to eighty buildings come
into being? They were built—the pre-WWII era was America’s richest
period and could afford to build buildings of such scales and sturdiness.
JANUARY 2009 VAJRA BODHI SEA
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ऱΔࢬشऱޗறՈܑړΖω
܀ਢΔԫԮϤזڣխཚΔڠףᔡ࠹ࠩ
ྤছࠏऱՕ߀ޒΞΞ
ՂԳ൷ထԾᎅࠩΚࢬࢪאທړԱΔࢨ
ृՈڶᙒԱΔףՂൕছຍ㠪ڶఐԳࡉՠ܂
ԳપքՏԳΔֽၦৰՕΔຍԫ֊ऱၲᔭ
ᝫԱΜຍଡֱچऱֽᄭॺൄܺᣄΔॵ२چ
ጐਢ࣠ႼΔᏁֽΔࢬ࣠אႼႼൄ
ٻਙࢌ္ৼΔ֘ኙֆ୮ऱࠃᄐࡉاၴञֽΔ
ຍՈਢլլᣂຨऱՕڂΖڂֽڶΔ
ࢬאՈլ౨ၲّԱΔֽ־լ౨ᛎᛎѧѧֽլ
ᚥ־ܗԱΔ־Ոլ౨ᚥֽܗԱΙԳլ౨ᚥܗ
ֽԱΔֽՈլ౨ᚥܗԳԱΖڇຍଡൣݮհ
ՀΔਙࢌ༉ނ،ᔄԱΞΞ
ᅝழ༉ڶԫଡತᎁຍଡ᠔ೃലࠐᄎ
ᙒΔ༉ނ،၇ՀΖ၇Հא৵ΔהԾլუၲ
᠔ೃΔࢬא༉ނ،ᔄԱΙᔄԱ༓ڣΔՈ
ڶԳം੍ΔՈڶԳװ၇Ζ
߷ழ៱ڇ८՞ऱ८՞ڝឈྥڶԿᐋ
ᑔΔ૿ᗨ٥ڶԫᆄԶՏֱؓܢΔױਢऄᄎऱ
ழଢΔԳԫڍದࠐΔՈլജشΙݺଚ༉უ
ၢՀΕ؆ჺΖݺଚຍᆄ۵ৄΔ່٣ࠐ
ऱ༉ਢ㠬ࠐΖຍଡ㠬ࠐנ୮հ৵Δუᚥஃ׀
រࠃΔ༉ٺֱچބװΖהൕקᢰࠐڃΔ
ሁᆖຍࢬ᠔ೃΔԫຍଡֱچנᔄΔࠐڃ
༉ٻՕ୮༼ದຍଡֱچΖ
࣍ਢ࣠ऄΕ࣠ΔᝫڶڇԿޡԫਈ
ऱ࣠టࡉהΔהଚଡԳ༉٣ࠩຍଡࠐֱچ
Δመհ৵Δᎅୌଡֱچਢஃ׀۰ऱΔୌ
ଡאױֱچᅝ۵ᄥΔୌଡאױֱچஈݬ۰
ऱΖהଚ༉ጩૠუ၇ԫຝٝΔࢨृ၇ԲΕԿ
ԼརΔ߷༉ڶԮΕԶԼརՕࢪၴΖޢԫརױ
א۰ԫڍۍԳΔ߷ᏖԮΕԶԼར༉אױ۰Δ
ਢቝભഏ۰ऄאױ۰ԫᆄԳΙਢਊխഏ
ଉཽ߷ጟ۰ऄΔնᆄԳຟאױ۰ऱΜ༉ᓮݺ
װΖ
࣍ਢݺ༉նଡԳࠩ߷ࠝװΔࡉᓴࠐ
ऱࡋΛᙰԫװڻΔݺಖ࣠ڶऄΕVickers࣠
ၞΔᝫڶ㠬ᨠΕ㠬ኔΕ㠬ࠐΖݺଚ۞ա
lunch֑پװ堩ΔڂԿᢋؑᠦ߷ࠝࠟଡ
ᤪᙰሿԼն։ᤪऱ߫࿓ΔࢬאԶរᤪ߷ࠩװ
ࠝΔ༉ڇՕ༟ೃೃ㠪ऱ़چՂپխ堩Μ
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While building these houses, people did not cut corners and turn out
shoddy products using inferior materials, hence the houses were very
sturdy and construction materials were excellent.”
However, in the mid 70’s, California suffered an unprecedented
drought.
Venerable Master Hua continued, “Probably after the houses were
built, people ran out of money; in addition, they needed to support
all the patients and the hospital staff which numbered about 6,000
people. The water consumption was astonishingly great, and hence the
accumulated expenditures were disastrous. Besides, water is very scarce
in this area, and a lot of nearby orchards and vineyards also needed
water. Indeed, the owners of neighboring orchards often brought their
grievances to the local government, voicing their opposition against a
public institution’s competition with the local people for water. This
was another reason that the hospital was forced to close. Since there
was no water, people could not even cook their meals. Two of the
Five Elements, water and fire, were unable to provide mutual aid; the
water could not help the fire, and the fire could not help the water.
Similarly, people could not help the water, and the water could not help
people. Under these circumstances, the government decided to sell the
property.

“At the time, an investor thought the hospital would be a good
business opportunity, so he purchased the site and thought to sell it for
profit rather than reopen the hospital. However, nobody was interested,
so the site was left on the market for a couple of years.
“At that time, even though Gold Mountain Monastery in San
Francisco was located in a three-story building with 18,000 square feet
of space, it was still too small to accommodate the crowds that came to
attend Dharma assemblies; and so, we wanted to move to suburbia. It
was Heng Lai who came to CTTB first. After he became a monk, he
wanted to do some work for his teacher, so he went everywhere looking
for properties. On his way back from a trip up north to Seattle, he
passed by this hospital. When he found out that it was for sale, he came
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پխ堩ழΔהଚ༉ᎅຍଡֱچਢሐ
టړΖݺᎅΚψటړΛࠩչᏖֱچᄎބ
ଡటֱچړΛటړऱބֱچլထΜ৻Ꮦᑌ
ړΔՈڶԫរլړΔᄎڶរᅀΖωչ
ᏖࡋΛటړլྤڕΙటړਢչᏖࠃൣຟ
ڶΔթਢటړΙߨሙጐဠ़ሙऄΔՈބ
լࠩԫଡటړΖ
װڃΔᆄ۵ৄݺਢუՈլཊუΔڂ
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༉ਢԫଡᆄ८ࡉࡸՈ၇լದΔࢬאຑუՈ
լཊუΔޓլᎅ၇Μא৵ֱ࣠ஔࡺՓ
ࠐΔאװڃ৵༉ቔ೯ݺᎅΚψஃ׀Δװ
ԫΜωݺᎅΚψװԱიչᏖΛՈ
ڶᙄऄΜω!
ຍᑌመԱڣתΔԾࠐԱԫଡԳࡉݺ
ၦΔᎅދאױᇷس܂რΔױਢݺՈڶ
ءᙒΖឈྥڼڕΔݺᝫਢࡉԼԶଡԳࠩ߷
ଡֱچΔ༉٣࣍ۯছ૿ऱԫར᠔ೃΖ

ԱΔ֨Ո༉೯ԱΔ֨უΚڇਢԫԮ
ڣԮִԶֲΔຍར᠔ೃਢԲԼאڣڍছທ
ऱΔຍར᠔ೃڇՈທլࠐנΖࢬא
༉ኙԼԶଡݬᎅΚψݺଚຟਢ۵ඒஈΔ
ᚨᇠ۵ඒរࠃൣΔݺ࣠ڕଚڶ۵
ඒࠃൣΔᚨᇠسՕኯხΔڶչᏖ૿ؾ
ߠၴԳΙࢬאվ֚ݺ࿇ᣋΔڶࢬނ
ऱࢪࡉՒچ၇ՀࠐΜωא৵ຍᑌԫរԫ
រऱΔ۵ဆ៳ტᚨѧѧ༉ނᆄ۵ৄ၇Հࠐ
ԱΖ
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back and told everyone about it.
“Therefore Guo Fa [Bob Olson], Guo Sun, Guo Zhen [DM Heng
Sure] who is currently doing the three steps one bow pilgrimage, and
Heng Lai came here to take a look. After seeing it, they started making
suggestions as to which building could serve as the Buddha Hall, which
place could be the teacher’s residence, and which place could be the
disciples’ quarters. They planned to buy a portion of the property, maybe
buy 20-30 buildings; there were 70-80 buildings. Each building could
accommodate 100 or more people. Seventy or eighty buildings could
accommodate 10,000 people living American style, or 50,000 people
living Hong Kong style! So they asked me to take a look.
“I brought five people over to look at the place: Guo Fa, Guo-Jing (Jan
Vickers), Heng Guan, Heng Sure, and Heng Lai. We brought our lunch
along because it was a 2 hour and 15 minute drive from San Francisco; we
left at 8 o’clock in the morning and had lunch in the courtyward of the
Great Compassion House. During lunch time, the five of them said that
this was a great place for a monastery. And I said “Great? Where would a
great place be found? A great place cannot be found anywhere! However
great a place is, there are always flaws and troubles.” Why is that? It’s
better to be nothing than to be great. When nothing at all exists, that is
true greatness. One cannot find a true great place even if he walks to the
ends of empty space and the Dharma Realm.
“After I returned to the Monastery, I didn’t even dare to dream about
the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas because the place was very big and
the price was very high. Even a millionaire monk would not be able to
afford it, not to mention a poor monk like myself. So we did not even
dare to think about it, much less to buy it. Later, a laywoman went there
to take a look, and when she got back, she encouraged me: “Venerable
Master, go take a look at it again.” I answered, “Why should we look at
it again? What’s the use?”
“Half a year passed, and then one day a person, who wanted to invest
in this venture, came and discussed it with me, but I still didn’t have
the money for it. However, I still went with eighteen others to visit the
hospital. When I saw the hospital again, I was moved, and I thought to
myself, ‘This hospital alone is worth much more than the price they’re
asking for. Even with that much money, we wouldn’t even be able to build
this one hospital building or buy one like it now.’
“So I said to the eighteen disciples with me, ‘We are all disciples of the
Buddha, and we should do a little bit to help Buddhism; if we don’t do
anything for Buddhism, then we should be very repentant and ashamed
to face people. And so today, I would like to make a vow to acquire all
these houses and the land!’
“After that, little by little, due to the response of the Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas, we were able to buy the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas.”
FTo be continued
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